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Building History  
The Spaulding Cooperage is one of two early industrial mills owned by the Townsend Historical Society. They are important 

reminders of community evolution over a long period. Included in this section is a condensed history of the site, building and 
social history utilizing research our firm prepared for the Society in June, 2011. 

Architectural Description 

The Spaulding Cooperage is a simple one and a half story building facing east toward south street and partly overhanging the 
Squannacook River. The building has a rectangular saltbox mass and is four broad bays wide (measuring approximately 38’x48’). 
Common with early industrial buildings, its decoration is entirely utilitarian. It is seated on a dry stacked fieldstone foundation 
capped with granite. The wooden frame above is sheathed with wide pine boards covered with clapboards and flat stock corner and 
rake trim.  

Aside from the above, the character definition 
of this building stems from windows and doors, 
whose placement varies on each façade. The front 
façade contains the main entrance located near 
center. This is a vertical board door complete with 
a Norfolk latch and forged hinges. Just north of 
this is a large barn door. Although larger, it is of 
similar design except for a 12 pane sash centered 
in the door. This is flanked by two non-operational 
doors of the same design. First floor windows are 
6/9 wood frame divided lite sash except for one 9 
lite fixed window. The second floor contains four 
3/6 single hung sash. The only other aperture on 
this façade is a floor level door diagonally above 
and to the south of the entrance door. This matches 
the vertical board design found throughout. On the 

north façade, a single door on the western corner 
provides an alternative entrance. The only other 
door is located on the second floor and contains a Suffolk latch and forged hinges. Windows are 6/9 on the first and second floor 
except for two 3 lite windows on the first floor. The rear contains five 6/9 sash and no doors. The southern façade facing over the 
river likewise contains seven 6/9 windows and no doors.  

Like most buildings, the Spaulding Cooperage developed and changed with successful improvements by prospering 
industrialists. It is clear by looking at the structure, that it was developed in a single build. There is no evidence that suggests the 
lean-to structure was built at a separate time. The buildings south façade originally extended down to the riverbed and contained 
equipment, some of which was lost in the catastrophic flood of 1936. Then owned by the Society for Preservation of New England 
Antiquities (SPNEA, and now Historic New England), the lower floor and southwest corner were ripped off its foundations and 
left precariously perched high above the waterway. Post flood repairs resulted in the present appearance with surviving machinery 
left in the attic for storage (mostly belt wheels).   

There is speculation as to the exact date of construction for this building. Massachusetts Historical Commission inventory 
forms, as well as SPNEA historic records indicate the date of construction to circa 1840. This date stems from the construction of 
the adjacent Spaulding Grist Mill, whose construction is similar in design. It is likely, however, that a portion of this building dates 
to the late eighteenth century given new historic research (see historic narrative). As early as 1733, this site had been utilized by 
the Conant family for mills, including a grist mill and saw mill. By 1790, a portion of the parcel was leased, and a building 
definitively constructed for use as a fulling mill. This was water powered, drawing from the Harbor Pond directly adjacent to the 

Figure 1 - Earliest known image of the Spaulding Cooperage, circa 1870. Unfortunately, most of
the building is hidden behind the log bridge.
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mill dam. This operation continued until the middle of the nineteenth century. It was altered by new owners to accommodate barrel 
production, which was the predominant cottage industry in town. A six sided brick hearth was added around this period and the 
operators continued for a short amount of time. The building eventually became a planing and saw mill before becoming vacant. It 
has been used as a rental property since SPNEA acquired the building during the Great Depression. It likewise has been used as a 
rental since the Society acquired the building. 

Despite its long history and alterations, the building maintains a high degree of integrity. It is a rare and important reminder of 
Townsend’s industrial history. Of the numerous mills constructed along the Squannacook River, only this and the Spaulding Grist 
Mill remain. Others were either lost to fire or flood, or torn down when they became defunct. This buildings integrity can mostly 
be found in its framing, which is of significant visual interest once inside. Wood is all uniformly oxidized and is a warm orange 
brown consistent with both oak and pine species. The heavy timber skeleton is braced, mortised, tennoned and pegged. Wall sills 
and top plates are lap joinery. Throughout, studs are pocketed into the frame in a balloon framing style and extending right up to 
the second floor. The lean-to matches construction of the main body in every design. Capping the whole is a common rafter roof 
with no ridge. This type of construction is common in the later nineteenth century, suggesting the building had its early rafter and 
purlin system replaced. As a whole, the building should be carefully documented and preserved as an important record to the past. 
The Society is lucky to own such a building. 

Historical Narrative: 

The Spaulding Cooperage is one of the last remaining vestiges of a booming industrial center that once supported the largely 
agrarian community. In addition, its ties with several prominent individuals and their properties make it a jumping point for further 
research. The strongest connections include the adjacent Spaulding Grist Mill at 2 South Street, and the Conant House at 15 South 
Street.  

Beginning in the early eighteenth century, 
Townsend Harbor saw development and 
industrialization. As early as 1733 the area around and 
adjacent to this site was developed for mills of various 
purpose. The first records indicate that a dam, and ditch 
were erected on the north side of the river for a sawmill 
which was erected by John Pratt, a carpenter, for John 
Stevens, a local innkeeper. John Stevens was originally 
from Concord and plied his trade there before 
purchasing land on the south side of the Squannacook 
River in Townsend. His land abutted that of Lott Conant, 
the patriarch founder of that famous local family. He 
likewise was from Concord and was a millwright by 
trade. He joined with Stevens to erect a grist mill near 
the saw mill in order to encourage development. Conant 
would ultimately come to control both mills and they 

would be passed through multiple generations. The 
original buildings were rebuilt entirely in 1757 as noted 
in the inventory of the estate of John Conant. By the end of the eighteenth century, the site was in possession of John Conant II and 
was quite developed. It included a potash mill, blacksmith shop and the original grist and saw mills. This prosperous site brought 
interest from outsiders. By 1790, Nathan Carlton, a clothier, was operating a fulling mill on the probable site of the sawmill 
building. In 1792, for a sum of 20£, John Conant II leased “a certain fulling mill together with all the running Gears, Privileges, 
and Appurtenances” to Silias Lawrence, a clothier from Hollis, New Hampshire. That same year, Conant leased to Lawrence the 
“privileges of drawing water sufficient for the purposes of carrying a fulling mill at any time out of the Mill Pond…except when 
there is not sufficient supply to carry the Grist Mill”. This is the first indication of the present building, which has all the building 

Figure 2 - The Conant House in Townsend Harbor. Lott Conant and his sons John I and
II were longtime owners of the mill site.
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hallmarks of a late eighteenth century structure. Lawrence was also granted the option of constructing a dye house, and bridge to 
span the canal used to convey water to the Grist Mill.  

The Mill passed through a series of owners after John Conant III fell on hard times and was forced to sell. These included 
Schubel C. Allen, John Butterick and finally Paul Gerrish. A native of West Boylston, he purchased the mill in 1821 for $850. He 
was an active farmer; town records indicate in 1840 he had 14 acres of pasture, 26 cultivated acres, and a 3 acre fruit orchard. He 
was also an active member of the community, serving as moderator, assessor, justice of the peace, a selectman and Townsend’s 
representative to the Massachusetts Legislature in 1832. Gerrish likely purchased the mill for a similar use and enlarged the 
building to include a carder, spinning jenny and a loom. Woolen cloth could now be produced under one roof. In 1832, he 
incorporated the Squannacook Manufacturing Company with an authorized capital of $200,000. Following his death in 1847, the 
business closed and the mill briefly disappears from tax records.  

The use of the building as a cooperage begins following 
the Civil War, but lasts just a single decade. One of two 
staple cottage industries found in New England, coopering 
was a winter craft that produced a universal container for 
liquid or dry storage. Wooden barrels were the preferred 
method of shipping as they fit neatly in boats and carts. 
They were originally produced in houses but the need for 
more product pushed craftsmen outdoors. They often built 
small shed like outbuildings, known as a ten footer for its 
square footprint. By 1856, the trade reached its peak which 
75+ buildings were documented on the 1856 Map of 
Middlesex County, which is the first cartographic 
representation of Townsend with building detail. The 
Townsend Harbor illustrates that the fulling mill had been 
converted to a woodworking shop. Jonas Spaulding, the 
owner and for whom the structure is named, owned several 

Harbor properties and improved them over many years. The 
“old fulling mill” was converted to a planning and turning 
shop. This must have been successful because he later added more equipment. Switching to coopering, he built the six sided brick 
masonry chimney to warm wood fibers to be shaped into water and air tight shipping containers. The adjacent Peterborough and 
Shirley Railroad, constructed in 1847, expanded his ability to ship product regionally. The Spaulding Cooperage was one of the 
first places to put multiple individuals to work in a factory like setting. By 1870, the building included two stave saws, one circular 
saw, a planner and the fireplaces. The shop employed 25 men a year and turned out 30,000 barrels and 50,000 kits (half barrels for 
the storage of fish), valued at $22,000. Unfortunately, the operation was overshadowed by the B. and A.D. Fessenden Company, 
one of the largest cooperages in the eastern United States. Spaulding, joined by his sons, quickly switched to the production of 
leather board. Operating a mill less than 500 feet from the cooperage, they were wildly successful. The Spaulding Leatherboard 
Company would ultimately span three states and ship internationally before ceasing operating in the twentieth century.  

By 1875, the Spaulding Cooperage was converted into a store house for the adjacent Grist Mill. In 1880, it briefly found life 
as a changing room for those swimming in the Harbor Pond. During World War I, it was utilized as a rehabilitation facility for 
returning veterans. For the most part, the building went unused and unwanted. In 1931, descendents of the Spaulding Family 
donated the structure to the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities (SPNEA, now Historic New England) to be 
operated as a museum for the coopering industry. A tea room was setup for a time, but the Spaulding’s request was never fully 
realized. In 1936, devastating floods all over New England impacted this building as its undercarriage on the southern façade was 
torn away. Repairs were made but the building’s appearance was forever altered.  

Figure 3 - Early twentieth century view of the Spaulding Cooperage after SPNEA
acquired the property and before flood devastation. 
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In 1981, SPNEA sold the structure to the Townsend Historical Society along with the adjacent Grist Mill. Originally, the 
Cooperage was utilized as a retail outlet for a Maine barrel maker. The operation ceased in 1990, where after it has been utilized as 
an antique store. The tenants are generally long term, usually sustaining a lease with the Society for 5+ years. During that time, 
their income has helped fund the Society’s mission to preserve this and other buildings, collections and provide quality locally 
focused programs. The Society also actively interprets the building in its house tours, walking tours and school programs. 

 

 

Figure 4 -  Late twentieth century view of the Spaulding Cooperage when used to sell barrels by a dealer from Maine. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Volunteer Dwight Fitch teaching third graders from the Spaulding Elementary School about water power. 
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Needs Assessment and Recommendations  
Introduction: 

The Preservation Collaborative Inc. reviewed existing conditions found at the Spaulding Cooperage on November 28, 2018. 
Our examinations were visual only. Examination of the buildings elevations were made from the ground. Windows and doors were 
inspected from the interior or first floor exterior. Examination of the interior included looking at visible framing, sheathing and 
fasteners. The goal for this examination was to review the condition of existing fabric, determine the needs for repairs and develop 
a preliminary scope of work. The following chapters summarize our findings and were finalized on March 27, 2019. 
 
Scope: 

The scope of work for this project was a visual, room by room analysis of problems which would then be compiled into a 
master list for study. This analysis would be all encompassing of all building systems, finishes and features. They included: site 
conditions, exterior and interior elements, structural systems, and all building systems such as electrical, plumbing, mechanical and 
life safety. Each section has been compiled into an individual section of this report. 
 
Assessment Guidelines: 

Components: 

Conditions of individual elements are defined as good, fair or poor based on criteria set by the National Historic Landmark 
Conditions Assessment Program. Their definitions are as follows: 

 
 An element is evaluated as Good when: 

o The element is intact, structurally sound and performing its intended purpose; 
o There are few or no cosmetic imperfections; 
o The element needs minor repairs or routine maintenance.  

 
 An element is evaluated as Fair when: 

o There are early signs of wear, failure or deterioration, through the element is generally structurally sound and 
performing its intended purpose; 

o There is failure of a sub-component of the element; 
o Replacement of up to twenty-five percent of the element or replacement of a defective sub-component is 

required. 
 

 An element is evaluated as poor when: 
o The element is no longer performing its intended purpose' 
o The element is missing; 
o Deterioration of damage affects more than twenty-five percent of the elements and cannot be adjusted or 

repaired' 
o The element shows signs of imminent failure or breakdown' 
o The element requires major repair or replacement 

 
Standards: 

Any necessary repairs to the Spaulding Cooperage should follow several common principles common to the restoration of 
historic buildings and adapted from The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties published by 
the National Park Service. These include: 
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 A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, 

features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been identified, a property will be 
protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work may be undertaken. 

 The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement of intact or repairable historic 
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided. 

 Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, 
and conserve existing historic materials and features will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close 
inspection, and properly documented for future research. 

 Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved. 

 Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a 
property will be preserved. 

 The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of intervention needed. 
Where the severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will 
match the old in composition, design, color, and texture. 

 Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that 
cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 

 Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation 
measures will be undertaken. 

All work should be performed by a firm having not less than five (5) years experience in comparable work for at least three 
(3) buildings similar to, or qualified to be listed on, the National Register of Historic Places, and employing personnel skilled in 
the restoration processes and operations indicated. 
 

Finally, we recognize that historic materials and details have proven records for durability and compatibility, and that a small 
amount of maintenance at regular intervals avoids large investment repairs. If new materials are incorporated into the structure, 
care must be taken to assure that their physical properties to do not conflict with the physical properties of surrounding materials. 
If the materials are improperly applied, it may accelerate physical deterioration of the historic building. 
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Description and Condition of the Existing Site: 
The Spaulding Cooperage is situated on a level lot overlooking the Squannacook River, Townsend Harbor Pond, the 

Spaulding Grist Mill Sluiceway and South Street (Figures 1 and 2). The former Boston and Maine Greenville Branch crosses the 
site from east to west through an easement dating to the 1847 construction of the Peterborough and Shirley Railroad. The 
Cooperage building is sited facing South Street and overhangs the river by approximately ten feet (Figure 3). The building rests 
partly on a retaining wall constructed following devastating flooding in 1936 (Figure 5). The wall is a dry stacked structure using 
dressed stone and is mostly water tight. It connects with the nineteenth century Harbor Pond Dam, which was rehabilitated within 
recent memory by its owner, Hollingsworth and Vose of Groton. Along with this work, the west facing wall was replaced with a 
cast concrete structure which continues to serve its purpose. Aside from grass along the perimeter (Figure 6), and landscape 
plantings at the building, the site is entirely packed sand and gravel.  

 
Site Challenges: 

This particular site has a handful of challenges that relate to the buildings ultimate use: 

 The site is subject to periodic flooding. The Squannacook River experiences high water, which most commonly occur 
during the spring rains and melt runoff. There have also been periods where strong storms produce significant amount of 
flowage. This has been controlled in recent years by the owner of the water rights. Even with this management, the 
building has been threatened by its location more than once since the rehabilitation project.  

 Because the site is surrounded by water, the facility must use a tight tank instead of a traditional septic system. As a 
result, the building’s use is limited. 

 There is limited parking on site. As the building is currently used as a commercial establishment, the Society wants to 
encourage tenant success. They allow overflow parking onto adjacent buildings but it is not ideal for customers, who must 
cross a railroad bridge to access the site. There are no sidewalks in Townsend Harbor. 

 Although no investigations have been explored, the site has archaeological potential given its long industrial use from the 
early eighteenth century. There is also potential for recovery of information lost in the river regarding its earlier 
configuration. Care should be given for any major excavation.  

 
Building Access: 

The building is presently accessed through a graded walk at the front entrance (Figure 4). No steps exist at the rear and it is a 
single step down to grade. Long term, the Society should seek to reconstruct the front entrance to be compliant with the 
Massachusetts Architectural Access Board. An accessible walk would probably be the best option, graded away from the building. 
The existing door should receive a waiver to allow for historic hardware and fabric to remain in place. It is one of the few early 
features that survive on the structure.  
 
Recommendations: 

 Adjust any grade as required to divert the flow of water away from the existing structures. This work can be done in 
collaboration with an accessible walkway. 

 Provide at least one accessible parking space off street. Additional parking should be marked to encourage regular 
patterns established. We do not recommend paving to allow water to continue to drain from the site. 

 Provide an accessible walkway and compliant ramp to the first floor of the building from the parking space. 
 Limit subsurface disturbances to prevent the alteration of archaeological assets including surface strata, artifacts and 

builders trenches. 
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Figure 6 - Front Facade of the Spaulding Cooperage, looking west from South 

Street. 

 
Figure 7 - Right and Rear Facades looking southeast toward South Street and 

the bridge over the Squannacook River. 

 
Figure 8 - South Facade of the Spaulding Cooperage overhanging the river. 

The Harbor Dam can be seen at left. 

 
Figure 9 - Main entrance showing existing ramp up to the front door. This is an 

earth structure and rests against the building. 

 
Figure 10 - Detail of the post 1936 stone retaining wall. 

 

 
Figure 11 - Typical grass border and site gravel. Note the tree at the foundation 

should be removed to prevent deterioration. 
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Description and Condition of Exterior Elements: 
This building is utilitarian in style with a mash of basic elements that fulfill the basic propose of protecting interior contents. 

These elements make up the most visible character defining elements and should therefore be preserved with the upmost care. 
 
Roofing and Flashing: 

The building has a saltbox roof covered in grey asphalt architectural shingles.  The entire covering was completed in two 
campaigns dating to 2002 and 2003. They are approaching the aging end of their useful life but appear to be in good condition at 
this time. Flashing appears to be in good condition and the only penetrations are for the central chimney and a single vent for the 
existing gas heater. At this time, the roof should remain as-is with a long term plan to replace it in the future.  
 
Walls and Masonry: 

This building rests on a fieldstone foundation capped with rectangular granite blocks. The existing stones are dry stacked 
except on the interior of the retaining wall facing the river. Stones appear in good condition with only minor repointing in the 
basement to maintain a water tight seal. The chimney base requires a handful of bricks to be removed and reset to maintain the 
structure in best condition.  
 

The exterior walls are wood. The whole is 1” rough pine sheathing covered with 4” clapboards and 6” corner and rake boards. 
All are in various conditions. The best are those along the west façade, which were repaired in 2000 and 2001. The north and east 
facades are in fair condition, with select repairs needed. The south facing river façade is in need of the most repair, having not been 
painted in some time. In general, the deteriorated clapboards are weathered and curled. Sections will need to be inspected, 
removed and replaced in-kind. The fasteners all appear to be machine cut nails. These are superior to wire cut and should be 
replicated in all new work. 
 

Despite its utilitarian nature, there are subtitle decorative elements present. At the front and rear, an angular trim board 
functions as a decorative rake. This is matched by a wide skirt board which deflects water. At the front, it is channeled above doors 
using a simple V gutter. All of these should be maintained as part of the project.   
 
Chimneys: 

A large central chimney penetrates the west facing roof line. The structure is brick and was repointed in 2000. The existing 
slate cap is much older and dates to a renovation when the building was first tenant occupied. Moss is growing on the river façade 
due to moisture and needs to be cleaned. The entire chimney should then be repointed if necessary given the amount of time that 
has passed since the last project. A single metal stove pipe exists just south of the chimney. This serves the gas burner that 
provides building heat. There is a small leak at the flashing which should be repaired to make water tight.  
 
Windows and Doors: 

Windows and doors were given special attention. They are a major contributor to the building’s envelope and only other 
aesthetic feature. Given their age, they are in fair condition. Some have been recently repaired and need minor repairs. Other 
require preventative maintenance to halt and reverse weathering.  
 
There are three types of doors present which each employ vertical plank construction: 

 A single plank door at the front entrance is among the oldest existing fabric within the structure. This contains an 
elaborate early nineteenth century Norfolk handle and presently is exposed to the elements. Paint appears in good 
condition. A similar style door exists at the second level, with a less elaborate Suffolk latch. These handles appear well 
oxidized and do not appear to be reproductions. These doors should remain as-is and be repaired only as needed. 
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 A single barn door provides a large entrance opening in the east façade. This presently allows for big items to be stored, 
including the Society’s collections. There is an antique hearse just beyond that prevents the regular operation of this door. 
It is not clear if it is functional. The two doors adjacent are fixed and no longer operational. Their weathering facades are 
deteriorating and select boards will need to be replaced 

 A single exterior vertical batten door exists to the rear the provides a second means of egress. This door swings out to 
accommodate existing. It is the door utilized by tenants to enter the building and is locked via an exterior padlock. This 
was damaged by an automobile but repaired to function. Its replacement in the future will be necessary but is currently 
not a priority. 

 
There are three types of windows present: 

 By and large, most windows are 6/9 single hung sash. They all appear to be in good condition, having been repaired by 
volunteers who reglazed and repainted them within recent memory. 

 The smaller windows on the second floor of the east façade are 3/6 configuration to mimic their larger counterparts. 
These match the above condition.  

 There are two three lite fixed sash that provide illumination to the existing bathrooms. These are in fair condition and may 
require minor reglazing. 

 
In all cases, window frames and sills need minor epoxy consolidation and filling to prevent further deterioration. Trim that is at the 
end of its useful life should be replaced in-kind and repaired as required. The largest amount of work will be concentrated around 
the reconstruction of the existing security screens, which are presently detracting from the appearance of the building. These need 
to be removed and rebuilt in a manner that allows future repainting and repairs. They are presently fixed to the window frames. 
While not original, these are necessary to protect the existing wooden sash and the building’s interior. 
 
Recommendations: 

 Inspect existing roofing and verify system is in good condition including drip edge and flashing. We recommend the 
Society expect to replace the roof in less than 10 years. 

 Repoint existing foundation to maintain water tight seal at river. Repoint chimney base to maintain perfect condition. 
 Envelope: 

o Repair/replace existing clapboards. G.C. will salvage as many as feasible and replace, in kind, what has 
deteriorated. While an exact estimate is not known, we estimate about 25% of this material will need 
replacement based on visible deterioration, cupping, etc. Original material should be preserved rather than 
replaced whenever possible. 

o Repair any damaged trim boards as required. Original materials should be cut to sound material rather than 
replaced entirely. 

 Clean and repoint existing chimney and cap. We estimate there to be less than 10% repointing necessary. 
 Doors: 

o Repair inoperable doors adjacent to the existing barn doors. These have openings and rot visible. Replace in kind 
exactly as constructed. 

o Replace rear door within 10 years. This is for tenant access and it is important it remain operable. 
o Upgrade front door to meet the MAAB/ADA requirements. If the existing door is to be reused, a waiver should 

be requested from the same for historic reasons. 
 Windows: 

o Remove and reconstruct all existing security screens throughout. There are several missing from windows which 
are weathering to the elements. 

o Inspect every window and reglaze sash as required. All windows should be primed and painted. 
o Replace existing trim as required. Consolidate sills as necessary to prevent weathering. 
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Figure 12 - Typical roof showing grey architectural asphalt shingles. 

 
Figure 13 - Center chimney showing moss growing at right side. The existing 

chimney needs minor repointing at top. 

 
Figure 14 - Typical example of asphalt repairs necessary at the building. 

Note the deterioration around the windows. 

 

 
Figure 15 - Location adjacent to river where grade abuts building. Note the rotted 

skirt board. 

 
Figure 16 - A view of the existing barn door and adjacent inoperable 

doors which need repair. 

 

 
Figure 17 - Detail showing decorative rake and V gutter. 
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Description and Condition of Interior Elements: 
The interior is largely devoid of historic fabric. The few items of interest are important reminders from this early utilitarian 

use. The visual interest instead comes from the exposed nature of framing. This openness itself is a character defining feature and 
will be carefully preserved. 
 
Floor Plan: 

This building has a largely open floor plan on both floors (Figure 13 and 14). The only ‘room’ is located in the northwest 
corner of the first floor. This board wall space once served as a kitchen for a long defunct eatery. The building also has two 
bathrooms  at the first floor which contain a toilet and sink. Other than that, the building is centered around a six sided hearth 
which is described more below. 

 
The Society might consider the benefits of a compliant MAAB/ADA bathroom in the future when they explore a new access 

walk. This would add to the functionality of the space. 
 
Flooring: 

Flooring on both floors of the building is 1” rough sawn pine boards of variable width (Figure 17). They are worn but retain 
life to be maintained. A double layer is present at the first floor and a single layer at the second. The floor is nailed with cut nails 
but the age of the fasteners appears nineteenth century. 
 
Walls and Ceilings: 

There are presently no interior walls per-say. The existing studs are covered with fabric to prevent drafts. The northwest room 
is a board wall and is only rough sawn pine material. The bathrooms are built with studs and covered with a press board material 
and painted (Figure 16). None of this is expected to change with tenant occupation.  
 

The existing ceilings are exposed to the framing above (Figure 18). We likewise to not expect a change in this. 
 

None of the existing walls are insulated. The Society should investigate the feasibility of developing a thermal envelope 
around the exterior, basement and roof. Although this might detract from the oxidized wood look present in the building, it would 
aid tenant comfort and reduce high heating costs.  
 
Doors: 

The only interior doors service the bathrooms. These are five paneled solid core wood doors painted. Their hardware dates to 
the twentieth century. They should be maintained as-is. There is no work recommended. 
 
Stairs: 

The existing stairs are wood with open risers. A single access door provides separation to the attic. These require no work as 
part of any present or future project. Exterior egress for the second floor should be explored for collection storage, although the 
open air nature of the building presently makes future probability low. All hatch hardware shall be maintained. 
 
Mouldings and Trim: 

There are no mouldings or trim on the interior of this building. 
 
Fixtures and Furnishings: 
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This building has a handful of unique features. The biggest is a single wood burning stove located at the existing chimney 
(Figure 15). Constructed in the late nineteenth century, the unique hearth was added for the owner’s coopering operations. A single 
flue remains operable while the other six have been enclosed to prevent heat from escaping. The wood stove is provided by the 
tenant and inspected by the local fire department. In the kitchen, a single dry sink and wood counter is the only feature to note. No 
elements of note exist on the second floor. 
 
Recommendations: 

 Maintain existing floor plan as a character defining feature if possible. The Society should consider adding a compliant 
public bathroom in the future. 

 Maintain interior largely as-is for posterity. The condition is well preserved and adds greatly to our understanding of early 
industrial buildings.   

 Investigate and repair spongy floor at front of building. This repair will need to be coordinated with future tenant who will 
need to remove their belongings. 
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Figure 18 - Interior looking south toward river from front door. 

 

 
Figure 19 - Interior looking west from front door. 

 

 
Figure 20 - Central hearth showing six sided chimney for coopering. 

 

 
Figure 21 - Board wall for former kitchen and bathrooms beyond. 

 

 
Figure 22 - Typical flooring condition throughout. 

 

 
Figure 23 - Typical ceiling throughout. 
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Description and Condition of Structural Elements: 
A building’s frame is often the least visible, yet most critical, character defining feature. In this case, the framing is exposed, 

giving us a strong view into the original build and subsequent changes at the Spaulding Grist Mill. Erected as a one and a half 
story saltbox form frame, the building employs heavy timber construction common in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Overall, the building appears in good condition. Given its age and location near water, it is remarkable how much timber remains 
unaltered. 
 

The main frame on all floors consists of large 8x8 dressed posts at even distances bridged by 3x sawn floor joists notched into 
beams. Walls are likewise 3x material and contain occasional diagonal reinforcement at major structural elements. The entire 
building is erected using oak, which is common for buildings north of the Merrimack Valley. This type of framing is also not 
surprising given its age and location adjacent to a former sawmill. The building’s roof employs a common rafter system, which 
indicates it was possibly replaced. Older buildings typically employ a rafter and purlin roof but it is possible the design prevented 
this method. The rear ell likewise matches the framing, suggesting this was all a singular build. 
 

Overall, the building has few visible flaws. There was some minor rot noted in the basement but the deterioration did not 
appear to be detrimental to the joinery. It will need to be addressed in the future. A type of mold is growing on the timbers due to 
dampness and will need to be addressed. The largest concern are for the exposed timbers overhanging the water. These are oak 
elements which resist rot but need to be inspected and painted. It would also be wise to document the framing elements over the 
water as well. There is evidence of occasional water infiltration near the front entrance door. The floor is springing and needs to be 
opened, inspected and replaced as-needed to make sound. Exterior repairs will also help with this problem. 
 

Of note, a large portion of the building was destroyed during the 1936 flood and reconstructed. Evidence of this change is 
visible in the southwest corner and in several framing members. There were no items of note on the second level. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

 Inspect existing sill around north wall for insect damage and repair. Make weather tight and replace trim boards. Grade at 
this location is encouraging infestation.  

 Add vapor barrier under building and insulate to create thermal barrier. Treat all mold prior to insulating to prevent 
moisture from becoming trapped. Add a vent if necessary to encourage air circulation.  
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Figure 24 - Basement framing elements showing typical construction. 

 

 
Figure 25 - Mold growing on framing elements. This needs to be cleaned prior to the 

install of insulation. 

 
Figure 26 - Typical exterior wall construction located at the south east 

corner. 
 

 
Figure 27 - Typical second floor construction showing aged timbers. 

 

 
Figure 28 - Detail of moisture at the front door. These boards should be 
removed, cut and replaced in kind once exterior repairs are complete. 

 

 
Figure 29 - Additional view of moisture collecting near front entrance. 
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Description and Condition of Building Systems (Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing 
and Fire Protection): 
 

The Spaulding Cooperage has minimal systems to allow for habitation on a year round basis. Most of these are inadequate and 
will need to be upgraded in the future in order to keep the building in top condition. Extreme heat and cold, coupled with 
weathering and the adjacent water, will accelerate deterioration. The owners should plan on new systems to prevent and reverse 
deterioration and provide basic necessities for ongoing use. 
 
Mechanical: 

Historically, the structure was heated using the six sided hearth. Today, only one flue is operational for a tenant provided 
stove. The building is heated with a single gas furnace suspended from the ceiling in the rear lean-to section. Although this 
provides some comfort, the open and uninsulated walls make this inefficient during the coldest months. It will need to be upgraded 
or the walls insulated (preferred option and recommended). A defunct gas heater once served the rear kitchen. Evidence of failure 
and fire is present on the west facing wall. This should be replaced entirely. During reconfiguration, all gas lines to the building, 
which show signs of rust in the basement, should be replaced. 

 
The only other heating elements are electric baseboard in the bathrooms which are operated by hand knob thermostats. The 

pipes are wrapped in the basement with electric tape to prevent freezing during the coldest months. 
 
Plumbing: 

The building is currently serviced by two single toilet bathrooms. These are adequate for staff only toilets. Waste is held in an 
onsite tight tank. When full, an indicator at the rear of the building alerts the tenant. This system is sufficient but a new 
MAAB/ADA compliant bathroom should be investigated. 
 

521 CMR requires full compliance with the code if improvements exceed 30% of the assessed building value. $94,000 x .3 = 
$28,200. We anticipate the total construction for the most critical work to be below this figure. Future work may necessitate full 
compliance with this measure.  
 
Electrical: 

Constructed before the advent of electricity, this building was electrified in the early twentieth century and upgraded recently. 
The service is sufficient to meet tenant needs. The biggest upgrade is in the track lighting, which is 20 years old and can likely be 
replaced with new LED lighting. The building also could use a single duplex outlet and lighting on the second level where, 
presently, there is none. That aside, the electrical meets tenants needs at this time. 
 
Fire Protection/Life Safety: 

There is presently minimal life safety elements in the building. Exit signs, lights, smoke and carbon monoxide detectors are 
the only elements. At a bare minimum, a fire alarm panel with heat, cold and smoke detectors should be put in as an early warning 
system for both tenant and owner. A wireless system would be preferred. 
 
Security: 

There is presently no security system in the building. There would be a benefit to adding and making a system functional. A 
wireless system would be preferred. 
 
Recommendations: 
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 Upgrade mechanical systems in the future or insulate exterior walls to create a better thermal envelope. 
 Investigate better compliant MAAB/ADA bathroom for tenant staff and public. 
 Upgrade select electrical elements such as dated track lighting 
 Improve life safety elements and fire protection. 
 Add a modern security system. 
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Building Repairs and Upgrades  
Introduction: 

The Preservation Collaborative, Inc. created the following scope of work, which constitutes the most critical elements needing 
to be addressed on the Spaulding Cooperage. This work will likely be funded in 2020 as part of a regular budget submitted to the 
Board of Directors for their approval. The Society will also seek grant assistance from various locations to help defray the large 
overheads that come with labor intensive in-kind projects of this nature. 

Scope of Work and Specifications: 
Prepared on July 31, 2019 
 

1. Project Summary: 

1.1. Project Overview: The Spaulding Cooperage is an important local landmark that will be incrementally restored by the 
Townsend Historical Society to maintain the building to top condition. These project specifications aid in clarifying 
particular products, materials and methods in conjunction with the contract documents. 

1.1.1. The building is located at 1 South Street in Townsend, Massachusetts 01469. 
1.1.2. The owner is the Townsend Historical Society whose address is 72 Main Street / P.O. Box 95, Townsend, 

Massachusetts 01469. 
1.1.3. The building has a preservation easement held by the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, now 

Historic New England. All work is subject to their review and approval. 
1.1.4. The building is located within a local historic district. All work is subject to their review and approval. 

1.2. Drawings: These specifications are based on documents prepared by The Preservation Collaborative, Inc and dated July 
31, 2019. 

1.2.1. Additionally, these specifications take into account the proposed plans outlined in the Needs Assessment and 
Recommendation report prepared by The Preservation Collaborative, Inc. 

1.3. General Overview Description: The general intent is to restore the Spaulding Cooperage to top condition for tenant 
comfort. Work will follow guidelines set forth by the Secretary of the Interior. In summary, construction will include: 

1.3.1. Repairs to the building’s exterior including: replacement of select clapboards, trim repair, window restoration, and 
rebuilding of existing security screens. The entire building will be painted at the end of construction. 

1.3.2. Interior work which includes repairs to the spongy boards located near the front entrance. The scope will determine 
if this is undertaken in conjunction with the exterior repairs or at a later time. 

1.3.3. Finally, the restoration will include an add alternate for a thermal envelope, which will consist of insulating the 
basement level entirely, installing a vapor barrier and the addition of rigid foam insulation covered by wainscot 
trim. This shall be reversible if in the future the use of the building changes. 

1.4. Pricing: The General Contractor is requested to submit pricing for this work described in these documents: 
1.4.1. Base price to include all products, methods and materials as defined in these documents. No deviation is allowed 

from this base cost for construction. 
1.4.2. Alternative pricing for project may be submitted using substitution materials, methods and products provided the 

G.C. submits all applicable information with such submittal. Alternates should clearly be stated and defined. 
1.5. The Owner’s tenant shall occupy the property during construction. G.C. shall notify the Tenant and Owner when work is 

planned so both may coordinate access. The G.C. shall maintain all egress requirements during work. 

2. Setup and Protection: 

2.1. Setup Summary: During construction, the General Contractor shall have full use of the site. Storage may be facilitated on 
an adjacent site to minimize disruption to Tenant. Throughout the project, work will be governed by the following rules: 
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2.1.1. The jobsite, inside and outside, must be left broom and rake clean every evening. No excavations shall be left open 
at the end of the day; barriers are to be provided if work is not complete by day’s end. 

2.1.2. All workers, Contractor or Subcontractor, will take care to be considerate of neighbors and the surrounding area. 
Work hours are per local ordinances. 

2.1.3. Smoking is not allowed. 
2.1.4. Radios are not allowed. 

2.2. Protection Summary: 
2.2.1. Provide dust protection around all areas of work, to separate work areas from non work areas. 
2.2.2. Protect all floors and all areas that may be damaged by this project. 
2.2.3. Provide protection of any plantings, lawn elements, driveway, etc. that may be affected by exterior work. 
2.2.4. Special protection must be made on work over the river. The G.C. shall provide screens to catch any and all debris 

from entering the Squannacook River. 
2.3. Construction Schedule: The General Contractor shall prepare a bar chart type construction schedule which lists important 

milestones throughout the proposed project. 
2.3.1. Contractor should submit such document within ten days of the established commencement of work. 
2.3.2. The schedule should be provided on reproducible media and illustrate the entire duration of the project. 
2.3.3. Indicate substantial completion and allow for Architect’s procedure necessary for verification of the same. 
2.3.4. Distribute copies to all applicable parties including: Owner, Architect, subcontracts and municipalities. 
2.3.5. Changes to the schedule should be made after any meetings and delays. G.C. is responsible for ensuring the project 

stays on time. 

3. Site Work: 

3.1. General: The Owner shall clear the existing plantings away from the building in preparation for any work to site and 
building. The Tenant shall remove all displayed items on exterior. The General Contractor shall be responsible for the 
removal of any signage and prep beyond these to ready the building for construction. 

3.1.1. The area harbors the potential for archaeology. Care is to be given to prevent the disturbance of potential 
subsurface resources. Notification shall be given to the Owners upon the discovery of any artifacts (ex. bottles, 
arrowheads, bones, etc.) and work shall cease until given the proper clearance. 

3.2. Septic System: Care shall be made in avoiding disturbance of the existing tight tank located on the site. 
3.3. Parking Area: There shall be no work to the parking area at this time. The G.C. shall utilize the parking located at the 

Townsend Historical Society headquarters. 
3.4. Grading/Seeding: Grade shall be pulled away from project as required to slope for drainage. Upon completion, the 

finished 6” closest to building shall have crushed gravel. The remainder shall be covered with 2” screened loam and 
seeded to a 12” border in all directions around building. 

3.5. Future work: Additional work shall involve removal of the existing front walkway away from building and replacing with 
a new 1:20 graded walk to the front entrance and held off building approximately 2” with a bridge plate to front sill. This 
shall prevent the deterioration of elements currently below grade. As an alternative, AZEK trim and weather proofing 
may be installed if approved by others. 

4. Exterior Elements: 

4.1. Roofing and Flashing: Existing roofing to remain. All existing flashing (at chimney, edges, etc.) should be inspected for 
deterioration. Elements should be replaced in-kind to match.  

4.1.1. Replacement of the roof in the future should include the addition of ice and water shield. This self sealing 
membrane should be carried four feet from all edges and around any penetration.  
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4.1.2. First courses below asphalt shingle at lowest edge to have double row grade A cedar shingles overhung 1/2” over 
edge to maintain ground level appearance of a wooden roof. This treatment allows the asphalt roof to overhang the 
drip edge and prevent the formation of ice dams. 

4.2. Walls: Existing wooden walls are to be repaired using in-kind materials and methods: 
4.2.1. Clapboards are mostly original and are to be maintained as feasible. Replacement is to be with clear white cedar 

with similar exposure within the appropriate course (varies, but is approximately four inches).  
4.2.1.1. Fasteners are to be Tremont Fine Finish Cut Nails with round head to match existing.  

4.2.2. Corner Boards and Trim: Wooden trim elements are to be replaced with Dutchman repairs wherever rot has 
occurred. New boards are to be ripped to match width and spliced in at a 45 degree angle facing upwards at all 
instances to prevent water infiltration.  

4.2.2.1.  Fasteners are to be Tremont Fine Finish Cut Nails with round head to match existing.  
4.3. Chimney: Existing chimney is to be repointed as required to make sound. Existing mortar is to be raked back to sound 

material. New lime mortar to match existing is to be used. Repair broken bricks with in-kind materials. 
4.3.1. Clean existing chimney moss on river side with a suitable agent. 
4.3.2. Provide flashing per roofing section as required. 

4.4. Windows: In general, windows are in good condition and need only to be repainted. Those that need to be reglazed shall 
be removed and repaired before painting. 

4.4.1. Each window security screen shall be removed and rebuilt entirely. Materials are to be wood frame fastened 
together with center bar at level of meeting rail. Screens shall be plastic covered metal mesh. Color shall be black. 

4.4.2. All window tracks shall be inspected and restored to functionality. This includes: 
4.4.2.1. Repairing all damaged center and side stops in kind with pine trim and stained to match existing oxidized 

wood. 
4.4.2.2. Waxing/Lubricating existing tracks to provide smooth operation for wooden sash. 

4.4.3. All windows shall have new locks. Utilize Window Sash Hardware by Acorn Forge. Typical for all windows 
throughout. One lock in center per unit. 

4.5. Doors: This section pertains solely to exterior doors. For interior doors, see section under interior elements. 
4.5.1. Front Door: The front door is to be repainted entirely. Repair as required to make functional. 
4.5.2. Barn door: The barn door shall be repainted entirely. Remove and repair non-functional side doors. All boards are 

to be replicated exactly as exists. Patch all holes. Door material shall match existing wood. 
4.5.3. Rear Door: Existing rear door shall be replaced in the future and may remain as-is as part of this project. 
4.5.4. Hardware to be per hardware schedule if needed. 

4.6. Painting: It is important that the entire building be prepared and painted as part of this scope of work. The G.C. shall 
include this work as part of their proposal. There is a unique challenge to painting this structure over water. Careful 
consideration must be made in determining the best course of accomplishing work. 

4.6.1. The entire building shall be scraped to remove existing paint down to sound material. Light sanding shall be 
completed in order to smooth out rough patches and wood.  

4.6.2. Deteriorated wood shall be consolidated with epoxy filler, patched and made sound if feasible. Material too 
damaged shall be replaced in kind. The Society and Architect understand final inspection shall be made in the field 
with G.C. during work to determine how much material shall be replaced. 

4.6.3. All wood that is new shall be back primed prior to install. 
4.6.4. All paint shall be oil based (often labeled direct to metal). Provide two coats of primer and two coats finished color. 

Colors to be determined by building owner and shall likely match the adjacent Grist Mill.  

5. Interior Elements: 

5.1. Insulation: There is currently no insulation throughout. The goal is to provide a new thermal barrier which will insulate 
the interior and protect the restoration work and systems. This option is an add alternate per plans. 
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5.1.1. Provide new rigid foam insulation on all exterior walls. Cover with primed and painted wainscot boards cut to fit 
between stud bays. Fasten with quarter round material. Color of wainscoting to be white. 

5.1.2. Provide new fiberglass batt insulation at underside of first floor framing. Suspend with chicken wire and cover with 
new vapor barrier to prevent moisture from entering the undercarriage.  

5.2. Flooring: Existing wood floors are to remain. Patch to match and meet new construction where applicable. 
5.2.1. Existing first floor at front is to be removed, inspected for decay from spongy feeling, and replaced in kind with 

new to repair. Weave new floor into existing flooring. Do not cut a straight joint.  
5.3. Walls: There is no work to interior walls. 
5.4. Ceiling: There is no work to interior ceilings. 
5.5. Doors: There is no work to interior doors. 
5.6. Stairs: There is no work to the existing stairs. Protect during construction if necessary. 
5.7. Mouldings and Trim: There is no work on interior mouldings or trim. 
5.8. Fixtures: There is no work for fixtures. 
5.9. Furnishings: Existing tenant shall occupy the space. Avoid disturbing items beyond what is noted in the beginning of this 

scope. Any items which shall remain shall be protected during construction. 
5.9.1. Cover and tape off with plastic to serve as a dust barrier. Bubble wrap all corners to protect against bumping 

damage. Do not stand on existing artifacts. 

6. Structural Elements: 

6.1. There is no visible need to repair existing structural elements at this time. G.C. shall remove existing skirt board to 
inspect existing sill and direct condition report to the Architect for approval of additional work if necessary. The repair to 
the existing spongy flooring is an interior add alternate and shall be investigated prior to execution of work. 

6.2. Foundation Repointing: The existing rubble stone foundation shall be repointed along river edge to prevent deterioration. 
Mortar shall be provided in kind. 

6.3. Chimney Foundation Repointing: The brick masonry base of the six sided chimney shall be repointed in order to restore 
dislodged elements. 

6.4. Mortars: Existing mortar shall be raked back to sound material where applicable. Repairs shall be conducted using a 
watered lime based mixture. Portland cement products, which will accelerate deterioration, are prohibited. 

6.4.1.1. Exact composition of the mortar mix to be determined by a mason whom will examine existing mortar as a 
guide. 

6.4.1.2. The contractor shall not conduct work in freezing weather, or if the stone or ground contains frost. 
6.4.1.3. G.C. shall provide a mock up of proposed mortar and stone in a sample/test area determined by the Owner 

and Architect. 
6.4.1.4. Take care not to smear the stone face surfaces with the mortar forced into or out of the joints or that is used in 

pointing. 
6.4.1.5. Wall shall be kept wet while pointing and in hot or dry weather. Protect the masonry from the sun and keep 

wet for at least three days after completion. 
6.4.1.6. After completion of pointing and the mortar is satisfactory set, clean the wall and leave it in neat and finished 

condition. 
6.4.2. Existing Wood Framing: Existing wood framing to remain in-tact wherever possible. Salvage and re-use existing 

elements whenever feasible. 
6.4.3. New Wood Framing: Any area of new construction shall be per the Architect’s drawings. 

6.4.3.1. All studding to be Douglas Fir studs secured on a top and bottom plate and no more than sixteen inches on 
center.  

7. Building Systems: 
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7.1. Mechanical: To prevent deterioration of the building, a new mechanical (heating) system shall be upgraded and installed 
in the future.  

7.1.1. G.C. to provide new gas furnace at rear kitchen room which utilizes side wall exhaust. The unit may operate on gas 
or electric, depending on Owner’s Preference. 

7.1.2. G.C. to recommend suitable replacement for gas furnace in future (10 years or more). 
7.1.3. Submittal: Submit cut sheet of proposed fixture to Owner for approval. 

7.2. Plumbing: 521 CMR requires full compliance with code if the cost of improvements exceeds 30% of the assessed 
building value. We anticipate that we shall not exceed this figure but should plan on adding a compliant bathroom in the 
future. This would include: 

7.2.1. New interior plumbing to bathroom. This will include both hot and cold water. Hot water shall be an on-demand 
system. 

7.2.1.1. Hot water on demand shall be electric system. Submit cut sheet to Owner for approval. 
7.2.2. New sanitary waste lines out of the structure and vent through the roof. Patch and flash roofing as required to meet 

new conditions. PVC should be painted the roof color to blend into the asphalt background. 
7.2.3. Tie into existing tight tank system which supplies the building. 

7.3. Electrical: This structure has a suitable service that feeds lighting and a handful of outlets. There is no need to upgrade 
service at this time but it will become necessary to upgrade lighting as it is dated.  

7.4. For any future electrical work undertaken on this building: 
7.4.1. General: G.C. shall review the proposed electrical layout. Electrician shall verify that work can be carried out as 

designed. Should the service need to be upgraded, G.C. shall cover this cost in their bid price. 
7.4.2. All materials and equipment provided under this contract shall be new (except where otherwise noted). 
7.4.3. Service: During construction, the contractor shall at all times maintain electrical utilities of the building without 

interruption. Should it be necessary to interrupt any electrical service or utility, the contractor shall secure 
permission from the Owner.  

7.4.4. Locations: The locations of switches, receptacles, lights, etc. are shown approximate. The contractor shall use good 
judgment in placing that preceding items to eliminate all interferences with ducts, piping, etc. The contractor shall 
check all door swings so that light switches are not located behind doors. Relocate switches as required with 
approval from the Architect. 

7.4.5. Uniformity: All finish materials shall be uniform throughout. Verify final color with owner prior to the start of 
construction. 

7.4.6. Owner Furnished Equipment: Equipment such as lighting furnished by the Owner shall be received, stored, 
uncrated, protected and installed by the Contractor with all the appurtenances required to place the equipment into 
operation, ready for use. The Contractor shall be responsible for the equipment as if he had purchased the 
equipment himself. 

7.4.7. Lighting is covered under this area. No upgrades to lighting are being undertaken as part of this work. 
7.5. Fire Protection/Life Safety: There is presently minimal life safety items installed in this building. New items shall be 

provided in the future. These shall include: 
7.5.1. A fire alarm system including smoke detectors, pull stations, strobe/horns, and associated equipment. Whenever 

feasible, equipment should be wireless to minimize disruption to the structure. 
7.5.2. New emergency egress lights and signage including: battery backup lighting and exit signs. 

7.6. Security: A new wireless security system shall be provided in the future to protect the building for unauthorized entry and 
vandalism. 

7.6.1. Install wireless system throughout first floor. Provide one motion detector, alarm all windows, doors and provide 
keypads at each door.  

8. Closeout: 
8.1. Closeout submittals: G.C shall provide a binder to the Owners with final project data following substantial completion 

and punch list procedures. Documents contained within shall include: 
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8.1.1. Record Drawings: Maintain a set of Contract Drawings as record. G.C. shall mark to show instillation that varies 
from work originally designed. 

8.1.2. Record Specifications: Maintain one set of specifications, including addenda, change orders and submittals, as 
record. Mark to show variations in work performed versus work specified. 

8.1.3. Operation Data and Cut Sheets: Provide a three ring binder with pocket folders and sheet information on any and 
all products installed. These shall be record manuals for the Owner which shall include: instructions, parts, 
warrantees, diagrams and shop drawings. 

8.2. Final Completion: Request inspection for certification of final acceptance and final payment, once the following are 
complete: 

8.2.1. Submit final payment request with releases of liens and supporting documentation.  Include insurance certificates. 
8.2.2. Submit a copy of the Substantial Completion inspection list stating that each item has been completed or otherwise 

resolved for acceptance. 
8.2.3. Architect will reinspect the Work on receipt of notice that the Work has been completed. 

8.2.3.1. On completion of reinspection, Architect will prepare a certificate of final acceptance.  If the Work is 
incomplete, Architect will advise Contractor of the Work that is incomplete or obligations that have not yet 
been fulfilled. 
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Figure 30 - Front Facade, November 2019 

 

 
Figure 31 - Right Side Facade showing existing conditions. 

 

 
Figure 32- Rear Facade, left side showing existing conditions. 

 

 
Figure 33 - Rear Facade, right side, showing existing conditions. 

 
 

 
Figure 34 - Left Facade, showing overhang over existing Squannacook River. 

 

 
Figure 35- Typical window with security screen. 
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Attachment A: Existing Condition Drawings & Photographs 
Existing condition documentation was compiled by the Preservation Collaborative, Inc. in November of 2018. This record 
documents pre-construction conditions found in the building. It also documents conditions prior to occupation by the existing 
tenant.  Reduced architectural drawings were prepared as well as photographs found throughout this report. 
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Figure 36 - First floor looking south from front door. 

 
Figure 37 - First Floor looking south west from front door. 

 
Figure 38 - First Floor looking west from front door. 

 
Figure 39 - Looking north west toward former kitchen from the south east 

corner. 

 
Figure 40 - Looking north from southeast corner. 

 
Figure 41 - Looking west from southeast corner. 
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Figure 42 - Detail of first floor framing near entrance door. 

 

 
Figure 43 - Existing dry sink in former kitchen area. 

 

 
Figure 44 - Detail of dry sink and shelves in kitchen area. 

 

 
Figure 45 - Detail of lean-to framing. 

 

 
Figure 46 - Second Floor looking north from stairs. 

 

 
Figure 47 - Second Floor looking south toward river. 
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Attachment B: Schematic Repair Drawings 
As part of this project, schematic repair drawings were prepared to procure cost estimates for work. It will be necessary to have a 
contractor who can meet the special needs of this project, along with have the requisite preservation experience. These drawings 
were prepared using the Scope of Work above and were finalized on November 5, 2019. 
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Attachment C: Repair List and Approximate Costs 
Estimates are based on past work, discussions with contractors and utilizing price data. Prepared on November 5, 2019. 
 

Priority Repairs Projected Cost or Ballpark 
Estimate 

Target Date 

Exterior: 

Immediate Request Hollingsworth and Vose remove 
lodged tree trunk at dam. 

$0 – Repair completed by others. 
H&V responsibility. 

2020 

Immediate Replace deteriorated sections of 
clapboard and trim on exterior, on all 
sides. Repairs shall be completed in kind. 

 2020 

Immediate Inspect and repair rotted sections of sill 
boards. Cover and make weather tight. 
Replace existing trim boards. 

 2020 

Immediate Repair existing barn doors in kind with 
like materials to replicate exactly as 
exists. 

 2020 

Immediate Rebuild existing insect and security 
screens for all windows and secure to 
building. 

 2020 

Immediate Repaint entire structure, all four sides. 
Two coats oil based primer and two coats 
finished paint to cover. 

 2020 

Short term Rebuilt existing storm doors on both 
entrance locations. Alter to swing out to 
comply with egress code. 

 2022 

Short term Conduct regular inspection of life safety 
equipment. Replace as required. 

 2022 

Short term Work with tenant to provide landscape 
beautification around site. Create garden 
committee to work to develop landscape 
plan. 

 2022-2025 

Long term Remove and replace existing rear room 
heater. 

 2022-2025 

Long term Rebuild deteriorated window sash. 
Reglaze as required to make sound. 

 2025 
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Prime and paint all windows. 

Long term Replace all existing lighting in interior 
with new LED fixtures. 

 2030 

Long term MAAB/ADA compliant ramp into 
building. 

 2030 

Long term Regrade existing parking lot with gravel. 
Provide retaining edge at river side. 

 2030 

Interior 

Short term Investigate, repair springy floor boards at 
west end of first floor. 

 2020-2021 

Short term Repair minor damage to masonry at 
basement level.  

 2021 

Long term Repair deteriorated section of floor at 
east entry door. 

 2022 

Long term Reinspect existing chimney, have flue 
swept and have the flue certified by the 
building inspector.  

 2022 

Long term Investigate insulation of thermal 
envelope around entire building, 
including second floor roof.  

 2023-2025 

Long term Investigate and plan for repointing and 
repack of masonry foundation at 
basement level. 

 2025-2030 

Long term Repair chimney cap. Repoint select 
joints. 

 2025-2030 

Long term MAAB/ADA compliant restroom.  2030 

Long term Plan for future roof replacement, both 
sides including flashing at chimney. 

 2030 

Total Cost of Repairs   
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Attachment D: Prior Work History 
The Townsend Historical Society has completed a number of repairs to this building. A comprehensive list of repairs extending the 
last two decades is included below for reference. These repairs will guide future work as materials begin to outlive their useful life. 

 
Date Repair Contractor Cost 

June, 1999 Painting John Lawlor $1,200 

June, 1999  Installed 15 3’ tracks, with 45 track 
heads; 

 Installed 2 separate circuits for 2-
double duplex plugs; 

 Replaced circuit breaker with 200 
amp panel; 

 Provided 45 halogen bulbs. 

Carbone Electric, Inc. $2,400 

 

March, 2000 Clapboard Repairs W. D. Freeman, Carpenter $1,075 (one of 
several jobs 
totaling this 
amount) 

April, 2000 Chimney Repointed Stan Archambeault, Mason 
Contractor 

$1,000 

August, 2000 Site visit, structural engineer, to review 
proposed sill replacement to Cooperage 

Goldsmith, Prest et. al. $100 

September, 2000 Pest Control Inspection Montachusetts Pest Control $45 

September, 2001 Sill Replacement Moss Hollow, LLC $3,204 

September, 2001 Siding Replacement Thomas Schulze $225 

October 2002 Replace west-facing roof. Erik Morrow $4,475 

July 15, 2003 Repairs to breaker panel. Forbes Electric $302.50 

July 15/22, 2003 Replace east-facing roof. Adam Burnham $2,800 

July 15, 2003 Septic repair call. Arrow Septic $215 

August 16, 2003 Septic repair call. Arrow Septic $150 

December 15, 
2003 

Beam repair. Jeremy Martin $2,500 

April 17, 2004 Parking lot flood damage repair. Powell Stone $531 

July 11, 2004 Porta Potty rental. Arrow Septic $200 
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July 20, 2004 Painting two exterior sides. Lawlor and Sons $1,600 

September 20, 
2005 

Porta Potty rental. Arrow Septic $1,300 

March 12, 2006 Porta Potty rental Arrow Septic $100 

December 6, 
2006 

Porta Potty rental Arrow Septic $900 

March 6, 2007 Porta Potty rental Arrow Septic $1,200 

May 16, 2007 Timber support replacement Tobies Restoration $808 

June 7, 2007 Filing Order of Conditions for Septic 
Tank 

Registry of Deeds $75 

June 15, 2007 Tight tank Lamarr Concrete $5,000 

July 6, 2007 Tight tank install, parking lot Shepherd Co. $6,500 

August 8, 2007 Bathroom hook-up to tight tank and 
repairs 

Vieira Plumbing $241 

August 13, 2007 Bathroom plumbing repairs R. Kapenas $110 

February 5, 
2008 

Bathroom plumbing repairs Vieira Plumbing $129 

April 1, 2008 Toilet repairs Vieira Plumbing $87 

June 17, 2008 Plumbing repairs Vieira Plumbing $143 

August 1, 2008 Window repairs Apple Meadow Co. Inc $94.96 

November 6, 
2009 

Removal of tenant possessions Elwin Paskell $340 

December 2, 
2009 

Install two emergency egress signs. LaValley Company $258.37 

December 4, 
2009 

New hot water heater Eino Kauppi $169.80 

March 19, 2010 Tight tank cleaning Arrow Septic $430 

August 27, 2010 Motion lights Eino Kauppi $63.82 

September 9, 
2011 

Minor electrical repairs Stephen A. Gagon $142.00 
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November 15, 
2012 

Tight tank cleaning Sheldon Farm Septic $500 

January 14, 
2013 

Plumbing leak repairs Dana Shattuck Plumbing and 
Heating 

$128 

January 14, 
2014 

Repair damaged tight tank William G. Schulze Remodeling $2,119 

September 20, 
2014 

Tight tank cleaning Sheldon Farm Septic $425 

October 23, 
2014 

Cooperage gas leak investigation. Mike Sodano $105 

November 15, 
2014 

Gravel for driveway. Eino Kauppi $156.38 

March 12, 2016 Tight tank cleaning. Sheldon Farm Septic $425 

July 31, 2016 Cooperage door repairs. Apple Meadow Co., Inc. $106.96 

August 28, 2016 Heater repair. Wilson Brothers HVAC, Inc. $97.50 

January 29, 
2019 

Bathroom repairs Home at the Cooperage $360.64 

February 9, 
2019 

Bathroom repairs. Home at the Cooperage $137.72 

February 26, 
2019 

Tight tank cleaning. R J. Lacombe $340 

    

    

Total to Date   $40,340.65 

 
 

 


